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Abstract Hybrid finite-element / finite-difference methods for wave propagation modeling are described, based on the coupling of either velocity or stress fields. The hybrid numerical schemes benefit from the advantages of both methods: accuracy and low computational cost of explicit staggered finite-difference method in the linear elastic medium, stability and mesh adaptivity of implicit unstructured finite-element method in the close vicinity of the zones of complex behavior (complex geometry or physical non-linearity). Both discretizations are derived so that the finite-element mesh and finite-difference grid are locally conforming at the interface. Two finite-difference grids (fully staggered and partly staggered) are considered. Comparisons between the two grids and the two hybrid methods are made in the case of simple anti-plane SH wave propagation. Based on the conclusions of this test, we derive a hybrid scheme for the in-plane PSV case (easily generalizable in 3D). This method is used to perform an in-plane simulation: the rupture of a curved fault triggering that of a shallow curved fault located under some topographic irregularity. This example shows the ability of the hybrid method to model rupture processes on arbitrary shaped faults with complex topographic effects, and the good quality of the coupling at the interface. In this case, two finite-element patches are embedded in the global finite-difference grid to increase computational efficiency.
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Introduction



The numerical simulation of spontaneous dynamic rupture on realistic 3D geometrical models of fault systems is of considerable importance to investigate earthquake and near-source wave propagation phenomena. For the simulation of earthquake rupture and/or strong ground motion, many numerical methods have been used, namely FDM (finite-difference method), BEM (boundary-element method, also called boundary integral equation method), FEM (finite-element method), SEM (spectral-element method) and FVM (finite-volume method). Each of these methods has its own merits and limitations, depending on the applications. For instance, the FDM is a computationally efficient and accurate method when boundary conditions, faults and free surfaces are located on planes that match the grid [Andrews, 1976; Day, 1992; Andrews and Ben-Zion, 1997; Kase and Kuge, 1998; Madariaga et al., 1998; Harris and Day, 1999; Peyrat et al., 2001]. The FDM has been adapted to a wide range of problems like rupture on curved faults [Cruz-Atienza and Virieux, 2004; Cruz-Atienza et al., 2007] and wave propagation with topography [Zahradn´ık, 1995; Graves, 1996], but this implies a weaker accuracy. Retrieving accuracy is possible with the use of adapted complex techniques as in the work of Lombard et al. [2008] for curved free surface. The BEM benefits from very high accuracy for problems with complex geometrical boundaries but homogeneous media [Andrews, 1985; Das and Kostrov, 1987; Tada and Yamashita, 1996; Janod and Coutant, 2000; Aochi et al., 2000, 2005; Kame et al., 2003]. The FEM has been used in many applications [Archuleta and Frazier, 1978; Aagaard et al., 2001; Oglesby et al., 2004; Duan and Oglesby, 2007; Ma et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2008; Badea et al., 2008], and allows large geometrical flexibility when using unstructured meshes. Explicit structured SEM methods, widely used in ground motion studies and recently developed for spontaneous rupture by Festa and Vilotte [2006a,b], have great accuracy but less geometrical flexibility. Finally FVM, which has successfully been introduced in earthquake rupture studies by Ben Jemaa et al. [2007], shows intermediate characteristics of accuracy and flexibility. It appears that none of these methods can be considered as the most convenient and efficient in any kind of problem (simple elastic medium, heterogeneities, complex geometry, free surface, faulting. . . ). For this reason, much work has been dedicated to the construction of hybrid methods to couple different approaches. In many of them, the computational domain is split into several subdomains, and the best suited method is used to solve each subproblem. For example, let us mention some hybrid methods developed for wave propagation modeling: FEM / analytical method [Van den Berg, 1984], FDM / BEM [Kummer et al., 1987], ∗ Laboratoire
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FDM / analytical method [Stead and Helmberger, 1988; Emmerich, 1992], FDM / mode summation method [F¨ah et al., 1993], FDM / discrete wavenumber method [Zahradn´ık and Moczo, 1996]. Very few FEM / FDM hybrid methods have been proposed in the literature, probably because their differences (in terms of discretization techniques, data structure and numerical properties) make their coupling uneasy. However, we believe that it is worth constructing FE-FD hybrid schemes to combine the advantages of both methods. Indeed, the FEM provides high flexibility to handle complex geometries and non-linear phenomena, whereas the FDM is ideally suited (high efficiency with minimal computation cost) to propagate waves away from the FE domain. Among the few existing papers, we shall cite those of Ma et al. [2004] and Moczo et al. [1997, 2007a] for seismic rupture simulation. All these works make use of explicit time-stepping and mass lumping approximations. Hence the FE formulation is made fully explicit and it can be massively parallelized, so that the coupling with FDM is less critical. Badea et al. [2004, 2008] proposed a finite-element scheme with implicit time-stepping to model the dynamic behavior of a fault system submitted to a slip dependent friction law (initiation and propagation of seismic rupture). This scheme was proved to be efficient in capturing the unstable behavior of such systems, and to handle complex geometries. However, in the absence of faults, high-order explicit schemes (finite elements or finite differences) are much more efficient, in terms of both accuracy and computation times. In this article, we propose to investigate coupling strategies to allow the embedding of an unstructured FE mesh within a cartesian FD grid. The hybrid numerical scheme benefits from the advantages of both methods. In the linear elastic medium, we take advantage of the accuracy and low computational cost of explicit FDM, while in the close vicinity of the zones of geometrical or physical complexity, we benefit from the stability and mesh adaptivity of implicit unstructured FEM. Moreover, the proposed hybrid method is proved to lead to reduced computation times (compared to the corresponding FE solution) and reasonable additional errors (compared to the corresponding FD solution, without any FE patch). We insist that our coupling method is not intended to improve the FD methods, but rather to allow more geometrical flexibility with (hopefully) reasonable additional error. Let us outline the content of the paper. First, the general coupling strategy is stated in section 2. Then, the hybrid scheme is detailed in section 3 for the anti-plane (SH) configuration. Two velocity-stress FD grids and two types of coupling are compared. On each grid, velocities and stresses are staggered in time (with half a time step shift between velocities and stresses). The difference between the grids is the spatial shift between the computed fields (velocities and stresses). The first grid is a fully staggered grid that has been used for awhile in earthquake modeling [Virieux and Madariaga, 1982; Virieux, 1986], while the second grid is a partly staggered grid recently reintroduced by Saenger et al. [2000] for wave propagation. The difference between the coupling strategies is the choice of the coupled fields (velocities or stresses). The main point is that the FE domain and the FD domain must overlap, and the width of the overlapping band must be large enough so that, at each time step, only one FD computation and one FE computation are needed (more precisely, the overlap width depends on the order of the FD scheme). We conclude that the best strategy (maximal accuracy, minimal reflected waves on the FD-FE interface) is to choose the partly staggered grid and to couple the velocity fields. In section 4, this method is used to perform an in-plane simulation: the rupture of a curved fault triggering that of a shallow curved fault located under a small mountain range. In this case, two finite-element patches are embedded in the global finite-difference grid to increase computational efficiency.
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General strategy of the hybrid scheme



The purpose of this paper is to choose some FD grid, well-known for its good wave propagation properties, to model the main part of the domain where we deal with simple wave propagation, and to replace the FD scheme by a FE scheme only in the areas where some geometrical difficulty, or physical non-linearity, arises (for example in the vicinity of a fault or a complex topography). We consider the deformation of an elastic body occupying, in the initial unconstrained configuration, a domain Ω in Rd , where d = 2 for the in-plane case and d = 3 for the full 3D problem. The Lipschitz boundary Γ of Ω is supposed to be smooth and divided into two disjoint parts: ΓD and ΓN , where the displacements and stresses are prescribed, respectively. We denote by n the unit outward normal on the boundary. The elastodynamic problem consists in finding the displacement field u : [0, T ] × Ω → Rd satisfying: div σ(u(t)) = ρ¨ u(t) in Ω, σ(u(t)) = C ε(u(t)) in Ω,



(1) (2)



u(t) = 0



on ΓD ,



(3)



σ(u(t))n = 0



on ΓN ,



(4)



where ρ > 0 is the density and the dots represent time derivatives. The notation σ(u) denotes the second order symmetric stress tensor. The linearized strain tensor is ε(u) = (∇u + ∇T u)/2, and C is the fourth order symmetric and elliptic tensor of linear elasticity. The dynamic problem is completed by the following initial conditions: ˙ u(0) = v0 .



u(0) = 0,



(5)



The physical domain Ω is decomposed into two overlapping parts ΩFD and ΩFE where the FD and FE computations will be done respectively (see Figure 1). The finite-element patch ΩFE shall cover the parts of the domain Ω where we deal with a complex (non 2



Figure 1: Decomposition of the physical domain into the FE zone ΩFE and the FD zone ΩFD . Note that ΩFE and ΩFD overlap along the boundary of ΩFE , denoted by ΓFE . rectangular) geometry or non-linear behavior (friction on faults), while in the rectangular finite-difference zone ΩFD we expect pure wave propagation. We first describe the space discretization. The FD scheme covers the whole domain Ω, except the interior of the FE domain ΩFE ; only a small overlap is kept so that the FD fields can be computed up to the FE boundary ΓFE . We consider over the domain ΩFE a conforming nonuniform triangular mesh Th . The FD grid points lying on ΓFE and in the overlap are enforced in this mesh. Let us now describe the time discretization. Let δt > 0 be the time step, N the maximum number of steps, and T = N δt. Stresses are evaluated at times t = (n + 1/2)δt, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, for the FD method only, while velocities are calculated at times 1 t = nδt, n = 0, . . . , N for both FE and FD methods. We denote by un , v n and an (resp. σ n+ 2 ) the discrete counterparts of the solution at time t = nδt (resp. t = (n + 21 )δt): un ≈ u(nδt),



˙ v n ≈ u(nδt), 1



σ n+ 2



¨ (nδt), an ≈ u   1 ≈ σ (n + )δt , 2



∀n = 0, . . . , N, ∀n = 0, . . . , N − 1.



The initial conditions (5) become u0 = 0,



v0 = v0 . 1



Suppose that we have constructed the solution up to t = nδt, that is, we have σ k− 2 , uk , v k , ak for all k ≤ n. First, the FD 1 part of the solution at step n + 1 (i.e. σ n+ 2 , and then v n+1 ) is computed using the formulae of some staggered FD scheme (see appendix A for more details). Then, in the FE domain, we use the solution method of Badea et al. [2004, 2008] with Newmark time-stepping method [Newmark, 1959; Zienkiewicz, 1977]. The general algorithm is the following: 1



Algorithm 1 (Hybrid scheme with velocity coupling). Knowing the solution σ k− 2 and v k for all k ≤ n, the procedure to compute 1 σ n+ 2 and v n+1 is: 1



1. computation of FD stresses σ n+ 2 on the stress grid points of ΩFD , using the FD scheme; 2. computation of v n+1 : (a) computation of FD velocities on the velocity grid points outside ΩFE , using the FD scheme, (b) identification (or interpolation) of FE nodal velocity values on the boundary of ΩFE , from FD values computed at step (2a), (c) computation of the FE velocities inside ΩFE , using the boundary conditions obtained at step (2b), (d) identification (or interpolation) of FD velocities in ΩFD ∩ ΩFE , from FE values computed at step (2c). The details of algorithm 1 are presented in the following section. An alternative method, referred to as “stress coupling”, which couples the FD and FE parts of the solution through the stress distribution, is detailed in appendix B (in this case the FE velocities are computed at t = (n + 12 )δt in ΩFE from boundary stress values on ΓFE ). A very large set of FDM schemes is available [see LeVeque, 1992; Moczo et al., 2007b]. We have chosen to consider nondissipative schemes only. The well-known fully staggered grid [e.g. Virieux and Madariaga, 1982], where all computed fields (that 3



is, each velocity component and each stress component) are shifted, is widely used to model elastic wave propagation. Therefore, it is important to test the coupling strategy with this particular FD grid. Unfortunately, since our FE scheme is expressed only in terms of velocity, and all velocity components are interpolated at the same vertices of the FE mesh, these shifts make the coupling difficult, and some interpolations are required (especially in the in-plane or 3D case), which is an expected source of numerical errors. For this reason, we also implemented the hybrid FD-FE scheme with a partly staggered grid, where all velocity components are located at the same grid points, and all stress components are located at a second unique point, even in 3D. This grid is also widely used to model elastic wave propagation [e.g. Saenger et al., 2000]. In the following, the fully (resp. partly) staggered grid will be referred to as FSG (resp. PSG). The spatial order of the FDM schemes can be arbitrarily chosen but we will restrict our examples to the fourth order [see Levander, 1988], which can be considered as computationally optimal. Both anti-plane FD schemes are detailed in appendix A.
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Anti-plane (SH) coupling strategy: details and numerical tests



The main issue of this section is to find out how to “glue” the FD and FE schemes, so that no spurious oscillations or reflections arise at the interface. To address this question we have chosen, for the sake of simplicity, to detail the coupling strategy (algorithm 1) only in the anti-plane configuration. This will permit us to focus on the main ideas and to avoid technical implementation details arising in the in-plane and 3D configurations. The purpose of this section is to compare the four strategies, that is, combinations of both coupling algorithms (algorithm 1 of section 2 and algorithm 2 of appendix B) and both FD grids (fully staggered and partly staggered). The chosen strategy will then be extrapolated to the in-plane configuration (see section 4). Let Ω be a linear elastic square in the anti-plane (SH) configuration and ΩFE be a smaller square sharing the same center as Ω. The boundary ΓFE of ΩFE is a surface discretized such that each vertex coincides with a FD grid point (or at least it must be surrounded by such points to allow the use of some interpolation scheme). All these grid points must be of the same kind (velocity or stress). In the following, we denote by u(t, x, y) = uz (t, x, y) the non-vanishing displacement at time t, abscissa x and ordinate y, and by v = u˙ and a = u ¨ the velocity and acceleration (where dots represent time derivatives). Since the non-vanishing stress components are σzx and σzy , we denote in this section by σ the vector T (σ x , σ y ) defined as: σ x = σzx ,



σ y = σzy .



Details of the coupling technique The FD velocity grid points are enforced in the FE mesh, so that the communications between FEM and FDM involve the velocity field. Velocity (Dirichlet) boundary conditions are enforced on the FE boundary vertices. Since FD and FE velocity nodes coincide, the velocities are passed from one method to the other in a very easy way. The communications from FD to FE are performed by identification of nodal values on the boundary of the FE domain ΓFE , and communications from FE to FD consist in identifying the values on the whole FD-FE overlap ΩFD ∩ ΩFE . The width of the overlap depends on the order of the FD scheme: it must be large enough to allow for the direct computation of the FD fields outside ΩFE . It must be noted that, for both FSG and PSG finite-difference grids, it is very easy to make FD grid points and FE nodes coincide in a small layer surrounding ΩFE if the FE domain has a simple shape with respect to the FD grid. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the embedding of a FE patch in both grids, where the velocity degrees of freedom of both methods coincide, and the width of the overlapping zone is sufficient to allow the computation of the FD solution in the area outside ΩFE (but including the velocity grid points lying on ΓFE ) for a fourth order FD scheme. 1 1 Let us detail here algorithm 1 presented in the previous section. The computation of all fields σ x,n+ 2 , σ y,n+ 2 and v n+1 is illustrated by Figure 3. Note that if the overlap of the FE and FD domains is too small (with respect to the FD method order), then the FD and FE computations must be reiterated until convergence, which would be computationally expensive. In the following, we suppose that the FE mesh has been built so that the overlap is sufficient for the FD scheme to be able to propagate the solution from the interior of the FE domain to its boundary ΓFE . Step (1) performs the computation of FD stresses from FD velocities in ΩFD , following the FD scheme; note that some values are not computed because they will not be needed afterwards. Then, the computation of velocities follows at step (2), which is decomposed into steps (2a)-(2d). At step (2a), FD velocities are calculated on grid points outside ΩFE (but including those on ΓFE ), also following the FD scheme. Since these points coincide exactly with FE nodes on ΓFE , the FE Dirichlet boundary values are computed very simply at step (2b). Then, the computation of the complete FE velocity field is performed at step (2c) by solving problem (6) with Dirichlet boundary conditions (see next paragraph for details). Finally, the FD velocity field is completed in the overlap ΩFD ∩ ΩFE ; as in step (2b), this is done very simply since these grid points coincide with FE nodes. The finite-element scheme The vertices of Th are denoted Xi , i = 1, . . . , NFE . Since the FE interpolation was constructed using the polynoms of degree one, any function w of the FE space can be identified to the vector (Wi )i=1,...,NFE with Wi = w(Xi ). In 1 1 particular, we define the vectors U n , V n , An , Σx,n+ 2 and Σy,n+ 2 , n = 0, . . . , N . Here, Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced at the boundary ΓFE of ΩFE : v = v on ΓFE 4



◦ : velocity v –  : stress σ x – 4 : stress σ y



◦ : velocity v –  : stresses σ x and σ y



Figure 2: Embedding of the FE mesh into FD grids FSG (left) and PSG (right). The FD grid points are represented by symbols: circles for velocities, squares and triangles for stresses. The FE domain ΩFE is highlighted in gray. The FE mesh is built so that vertices coincide with velocity grid points in the overlap ΩFD ∩ ΩFE .



(1)



(2a)



(2b)



(2c)



(2d)



Figure 3: Coupling FE and FD velocity solutions with two different staggered FD grids: FSG (top) and PSG (bottom). The FD grid points are represented by symbols: circles for velocities, squares and triangles for stresses, while the small circles are the velocity FE nodes. At each step of algorithm 1 (see section 2), the computed values are highlighted in black, while the values that are being used for the computation are highlighted in gray.
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Figure 4: Initial velocity perturbation (left) and solution at t = 120δt = 1200δtref (right), computed on a reference (refined) FD grid (FSG-ref). This reference solution is used to evaluate the accuracy of the hybrid solutions obtained by introducing a FE patch (with a boundary corresponding to the dotted square).



where v is deduced from velocity values at FD grid points. This is done very easily since FE nodes and FD grid points coincide on ΓFE . The variational formulation of problem (1)-(4) with initial condition (5) and its discretization with P1 finite elements is easily derived. The matrix formulation reads:        δt2 δt n δt δt n  n+1 n n M+ K V =M A +V − K U + V ,  4 2 2 2 (6)  Vin+1 = v(Xi ), ∀i such that Xi ∈ ΓFE ,  where K and M denote the stiffness and mass matrices. The full solution method using Schwarz domain decomposition method (to handle non-linear faulting) was developed by Badea et al. [2004, 2008], first in the anti-plane case, then in the in-plane case (generalizable in 3D). Numerical tests In the following, the computational domain is the square Ω = [−50, 50] × [−50, 50] completely surrounded by absorbing layers. The FE patch is a smaller square ΩFE = [−10, 10] × [−10, 10]. We test the propagation of a velocity perturbation, prescribed at t = 0 at the center of the FE domain (see Figure 4 on the left). All physical √ parameters are set to 1 (density ρ = 1, Lam´e coefficients ρVS2 = 1 and ρ(VP2 − 2VS2 ) = 1) which means that VS = 1 and VP = 3. The FD parameters (see appendix A) are δx = δy = 1, VP δt/δx = 0.2. The initial perturbation is a gaussian-like function of width α = 3.0:  2  x + y2 u0 ≡ 0, u1 (x, y) = exp − . α2 The pure FD computations (FSG and PSG) were performed to evaluate the loss of accuracy generated by each coupling strategy. Since the hybrid methods can be viewed as perturbations of the FD method, the comparison of the numerical results will point out which method generates the least (relative) error. To evaluate the numerical error, each computation is compared to a reference “solution”, that is, a FD computation on a high-resolution grid: 10 times finer in space and time, i.e. δxref = δyref = 0.1 and δtref = 0.1δt. Depending on the chosen FD scheme, the reference “solutions” are denoted FSG-ref and PSG-ref. The initial perturbation and the FSG-ref solution at t = 120δt = 1200δtref are plotted on Figure 4. The first numerical test compares the velocity fields at t = 120δt (that is, when the wave is crossing the FD-FE overlap) obtained for each solution method. For each FD grid (FSG or PSG), we compared three results to evaluate the error induced by each coupling strategy (velocity coupling or stress coupling): FSG/PSG pure finite-difference solution with fully/partly staggered grid, FE-FSG/PSG-1 solution of the hybrid scheme with FSG/PSG finite-difference scheme and algorithm 1 (Figure 3, top/bottom), FE-FSG/PSG-2 solution of the hybrid scheme with FSG/PSG finite-difference scheme and algorithm 2 (Figure 10, top/bottom). 6



(a) FSG w.r.t. FSG-ref



(b) FE-FSG-1 w.r.t. FSG-ref



(c) FE-FSG-2 w.r.t. FSG-ref



(d) PSG w.r.t. PSG-ref



(e) FE-PSG-1 w.r.t. PSG-ref



(f) FE-PSG-2 w.r.t. PSG-ref



Figure 5: FE-FD hybrid methods compared to pure FDM (top: FSG, bottom: PSG). Top: absolute value of the difference between the FSG (a), FE-FSG-1 (b) and FE-FSG-2 (c) solutions and the reference FSG-ref solution. Bottom: absolute value of the difference between the PSG (d), FE-PSG-1 (e) and FE-PSG-2 (f) solutions and the reference PSG-ref solution. The gray-level color scale ranges from 0 (black) to 0.017 (white).



On Figure 5 we have plotted the velocity error fields (absolute value of the difference with the reference solution) of the FD solutions (FSG and PSG, left) and of the hybrid solutions (FE-FSG-1 and FE-PSG-1, middle; FE-FSG-2 and FE-PSG-2, right). Note that all solution methods lead to large numerical errors due to poor resolution. The left figures (pure FDM) show the basic difference between the FD grids: PSG is less accurate than FSG (in particular in the direction of the diagonals ). The middle and right figures reveal larger errors. The middle figures (velocity coupling) are quite comparable, featuring some reasonable error concentration at the corners of the FE-FD overlap . The right figures (stress coupling) show a bigger difference. For both methods FE-FSG-2 and FE-PSG-2, the error is partly due to the time shift (of δt/2, see appendix B) between the FD and FE parts of the velocity field, but more distortions are visible in the FE-FSG-2 case. This difference is due to the interpolations that must be performed to implement the coupling (see appendix B, Figure 10). Figure 5 shows some of the characteristics of the solutions, but does not allow to conclude about their relative efficiency. To this end, we shall study the whole evolution of the error, in particular after the wave has passed the FE-FD overlap. We focus on two undesirable features: the reflections on the FE boundary ΓFE , and the waves that could remain trapped in the FE domain. Figure 6 depicts the evolution of the relative error of the coarse finite-difference scheme (FSG and PSG, solid lines) and of each type of coupling (FE-FSG-1 and FE-PSG-1, dashed lines; FE-FSG-2 and FE-PSG-2, dotted lines) with respect to the solution of the refined finite-difference scheme (FSG-ref and PSG-ref). The error is the L2 -norm of the difference between the solutions divided by the L2 -norm of the refined FD solution. All hybrid solutions lead to larger errors than the coarse finite-difference scheme. We recall that our aim is not to improve the FD solution, but to minimize the loss of precision while using a geometrically more flexible numerical method in the vicinity of complex structures such as faults. 7
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Figure 6: Evolution of the relative L2 error of the coarse FD method (solid line) and of the two FE-FD hybrid methods (algorithm 1: dashed line, algorithm 2: dotted line) for FSG (left) and PSG (right) FD schemes. Both plots have been divided into two parts: part (1) concerns the errors due to reflections on the FE boundary ΓFE , and part (2) deals with the errors related to residual waves trapped in the FE domain.



Both plots of Figure 6 have been split in two parts. In the first part (0 ≤ t ≤ 200δt), the wave passes through the whole FE domain ΩFE , reaches the FE-FD overlap around t ' 50δt and leaves ΩFE around t ' 150δt. The error peak for all solutions is located around t ' 120δt, which corresponds to the snapshots of Figure 5. We remark that all solutions — pure FDM (solid lines), algorithm 1 (dashed lines) and algorithm 2 (dotted lines) — give errors of the same order, which means that both coupling strategies give good results on this first time interval. In the second part of the plot (200δt ≤ t ≤ 500δt), since the perturbation has left the domain where the error is computed, all curves should drop rapidly towards zero. This is observed for the pure FD scheme and for algorithm 1 (velocity coupling), but not for algorithm 2 (stress coupling). We believe that this behavior is due to the fact that some components of the stress are not taken into account in the FE velocity calculation. Indeed, on each facet of the FE boundary ΓFE , only the continuity of the stress vector σn is enforced. Hence, residual waves are trapped in the FE domain, leading to slowly amplifying oscillations in the FE-PSG-2 case (right of Figure 6). In the FE-FSG-2 case (left of Figure 6), this error source is combined with interpolation errors occurring during FE-FD communications of the stress field (see Figure 10), resulting in an (exponentially) increasing residual error. Also, note that the computational cost of the second hybrid method (FE-FSG-2 and FE-PSG-2) is higher than that of the first method (FE-FSG-1 and FE-PSG-1), since it requires additional numerical work, that is, the inversion of some linear system at each time step (see appendix B) to compute the FE stress field. The conclusion of the above tests is that the best hybrid strategy in the anti-plane case is when the FE and FD methods are coupled through the velocity field. Hence, both FE-FSG-1 and FE-PSG-1 methods can be used in this case. In the in-plane (or 3D) case, additional issues must be considered. In particular, two velocity components (three in 3D) must be computed. In the FSG case, the different components are located at different grid points, which complicates the coupling and is a major source of interpolation errors (the FE-FSG-2 method illustrates this failure). By contrast, the PSG finite-difference grid has the advantage to put all velocity components in the same grid point. In conclusion, regarding the in-plane (or 3D) case, we believe that the best strategy is the FEPSG-1 hybrid method, that is: first, to embed the finite-element mesh in a partly staggered finite-difference grid; second, to build both discretizations so that velocities are located at the same points in the overlap; and third, to let the corresponding velocity values play the role of the “glue” at the interface of the two discretizations.
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Application to spontaneous rupture processes in the in-plane (PSV) case



Here we propose to illustrate the FE-FD hybrid method through a simple in-plane synthetic application. We consider the spontaneous propagation of rupture on a buried fault and the triggering of the rupture of another, shallow, fault. The shallow fault is located just below an isolated mountain range whose topography is taken into account (see Figure 7). Here, the computational domain is a 8



RFE



RFD



Figure 7: Geometry, FD grid and FE meshes for the in-plane application. For clarity, in this picture we represent a coarse discretization, with a FD grid space of 740m. bounded quasi-rectangular domain ([−55, 55] × [−40, 0] in km) with a curved free surface at the top and absorbing layers along the other artificial boundaries. Horizontal and vertical space coordinates are denoted x and z. We denote by ux (t, x, z) and uz (t, x, z) the horizontal and vertical components of displacement at time t, abscissa x and ordinate z, and we write u = T (ux , uz ), v = u˙ ¨ the displacement, velocity and acceleration fields. To conduct the numerical experiments, the buried fault and the shaland a = u low one below the mountain range are embedded into two separate finite-element boxes. The geometrical complexity, the possible singular and non-linear features of the problem are concentrated in these boxes. In the rest of the model, which is homogeneous and geometrically simple, the finite differences are used to propagate linear waves, as in an infinite half-space. For this, we implemented perfectly matched layers [B´erenger, 1994] in the FD domain on lateral sides and at depth. The geometry of the problem and the meshes are plotted in Figure 7. Again, the dimensions of the model are 110 km horizontally and 40 km vertically, including the perfectly matched layers. The mountain range is 3 km high. To model the rupture process, we use the slip dependent friction law: the shear strength of the faults decreases proportionally to the slip, up to a critical slip weakening distance Dc . This failure criterion provides a regularization of the rupture front and ensures finite stress and finite velocity fields. However, even with this friction law, the rupture will generate high frequency radiations. Furthermore at fault extremities, rupture may abruptly stop propagating, letting the stress exhibit a classical inverse square-root singularity at rest. The main difference between this numerical experiment and the previous purely wave propagation tests is the presence of a high frequency noise. Addressing this problem with a reasonable computational effort is a challenging issue for a coupling methodology. Let us present the other physical parameters. The medium has an homogeneous density of 3000 kg/m3 and homogeneous shear S and dilational P wave speeds of 3000 m/s and 5196 m/s. Concerning the rupture parameters, the initial state of stress corresponds to the sum of a uniform pressure of 300 MPa and a horizontal shear stress of 150 MPa. The critical slip weakening distance Dc is 0.75 m. The dynamic friction coefficient, reached when the slip is larger than Dc , is 0.46 and the static friction coefficient, at zero slip, is 0.54 on the buried fault and 0.51 on the shallow fault. To enable more spontaneous rupture nucleations, we put the static friction coefficient to the threshold value 0.5 on the middle segment of the buried fault and on the left segment of the shallow fault. The rupture is initiated on the buried fault with a very small perturbation (kick of velocity of 1 mm/s) close to the fault. We use the FE-PSG-1 approach, with fourth order spatial derivatives in the FDM. We consider three different discretizations called “coarse”, “intermediate” and “fine”. Intermediate and fine discretizations are respectively two and four times finer than the coarse one shown on Figure 7. In the coarse discretization, FD grid space is δx = δz = 740 m, FE mesh size ranges from 350 m close to the faults to 880 m elsewhere (we computed the mesh size at any node as the mean length of adjacent edges) and the uniform time step is δt = 0.07 s. These parameters are simply divided by two and four for the intermediate and fine discretizations respectively. The results for the fine discretization are shown on Figure 8. Left and right columns are respectively maps of the horizontal and vertical components of the velocity field at some chosen times. We use a constant gray-level color scale ranging from -1 m/s (black) to 1 m/s (white). Let us now briefly describe the experiment: t = 6.97 s On the buried fault, rupture has nucleated and it is propagating bilaterally at a sub-Rayleigh velocity. Rupture has already reached the left fault tip where it has stopped, emitting a well visible S circular waves. t = 10.46 s Due to the large enough initial resistance of the buried fault, rupture continued to propagate sub-Rayleigh and it has now been stopped abruptly at the right fault tip, emitting a strong wave field. The P wave associated to the arrest is responsible for the healing of the fault backward. 9
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Figure 8: Snapshots of the in-plane application with the finest discretization. Black boxes represent the boundaries of the FE zones. White lines are the geometrical fault locations. The gray-level color scale ranges from -1 m/s (black) to 1 m/s (white).
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Figure 9: Top: velocity components at receiver RFD above the buried fault. Bottom: velocity components at receiver RFE at the top of the mountain range. The three different curves correspond to the coarse, intermediate and fine discretizations.



t = 12.52 s and t = 13.95 s The buried fault is at rest. The wave field is dominated by the strong circular wave generated by the rupture arrest. t = 17.45 s Rupture on shallow fault has been triggered at left as the circular P wave mentioned above passes on the fault. This rupture propagates unilaterally at a sub-Rayleigh velocity. t = 18.83 s Due to the low initial resistance of the shallow fault, rupture propagation accelerates to super-shear velocity, up to P wave velocity. Cone waves associated to super-shear start from the rupture front and make an angle of about 30◦ with the fault. t = 20.23 s Rupture on the shallow fault reaches the right fault tip and radiates strong arrest waves that cause large vertical motion on the right flank of the mountain range. t = 27.90 s The shallow fault has now healed. We see the surface waves escaping from the mountain region. In the FD zone, on the right, we see the well developed surface wave due to the rupture of the shallow fault. In the shallow FE zone, we observe the emerging surface wave due to the first rupture process of the buried fault. The large intensity of surface waves propagating at left is strongly influenced by the presence of the mountain range. t = 37.67 s We observe the progressive return of the system to equilibrium. This equilibrium is almost reached in the shallow FE box. This numerical experiment shows that we have obtained a good quality resolution of two rupture processes on arbitrary shaped faults with complex topographic effects. However, we must point out a delicate problem concerning the free surface that we will partly detail here. For the FEM, the free surface condition is naturally implemented without any particular treatment. For the FDM (partly staggered grid, here) we have used the stable method described by Bohlen and Saenger [2006]: the free surface being defined on the velocity nodes, we nullify the stress-tensor above the free surface and we use half the density of the rock at the free surface. This method, only valid for second order spatial derivatives, can be considered as a vacuum-based method with the use of local arithmetic averaging of the density. To use the fourth order derivatives, we have implemented a variable order method: we use fourth order by default but any spatial derivative involving the use of velocity or stress components on or above the free surface are evaluated at second order. Thus, at the free surface and one grid point below, the velocity FD-FE coupling is conducted according to a second order approximation. To test the accuracy of the method, we shall present a brief comparison of the waveforms obtained for the coarse, intermediate and fine discretization experiments. Figure 9 shows the two-component waveforms obtained at the free surface at two different locations: receivers RFD and RFE (see Figure 7). We observe a good general agreement between the waveforms. The intermediate and fine simulations show very good agreement. The noise reduction is clearly visible in both receiver locations. It must be noticed that the complexity of the waveforms results from the strongly non-linear rupture process. This example shows that the numerical errors induced by the coupling method remains reasonable. For what concerns computational cost, we shall mention that running this simulation was at least 10 times faster than running the same computation performed with the finite-element method of Badea et al. [2008] only, even with an unrefined mesh outside the two “fault boxes”. Furthermore, using an unrefined mesh in the purely elastic, geometrically simple and homogeneous part of the model would deprecate the solution. 11
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Conclusion



We proposed hybrid methods for wave propagation modeling, which take advantage of the merits of two different methods: explicit staggered FDM and implicit unstructured FEM. The FDM is used in the linear elastic medium, where simple wave propagation is expected, to take advantage of its high computational efficiency. By contrast, the FEM is well suited to model non-linear processes or complex geometries, but it has a higher computational cost. Hence, the FEM is used only in small patches around the zones of complex behavior: in the vicinity of some heterogeneity, non-linearity (e.g. frictional contact on a fault) or geometrical complexity (e.g. curved fault or free surface). Two velocity-stress FD grids and two types of coupling were compared in the case of simple anti-plane wave propagation. We showed that the hybrid methods lead to reduced computation times (compared to the corresponding FE solution) and reasonable additional errors (compared to the corresponding FD solution, without any FE patch). Based on the conclusions of this test, we derived a hybrid scheme for the in-plane case (generalizable in 3D). The application to in-plane faulting is very encouraging. First, the rupture processes on two curved faults are satisfactorily described. Also, the surface waves generated at the free surface with curved topography show good agreement with the expected behavior. More important for what concerns the coupling of the numerical methods, the interface errors remained quite reasonable: neither reflections at the interface nor residual waves trapped in the FE zones could significantly damage the hybrid solution. In particular, the dynamic triggering of one rupture by the other radiates high frequency waves which smoothly cross the boundary of both FE patches. Moreover, this good behavior is observed even at the points where the FE-FD interface intersects the free surface. These results are quite encouraging and we believe that other hybrid approaches should be experienced. For example, the coupling of finite-element and spectral-element methods could be an interesting alternative. The SEM, which has proved to be very efficient for wave propagation modeling in heterogeneous media, is closer to the FEM, hence the implementation of the hybrid method is expected to be more efficient.
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The anti-plane finite-difference schemes



Here we recall the classical anti-plane (SH) finite-difference schemes, based on the fully and partly staggered grids. In this case one component of velocity v and two components of shear stresses σ x and σ y are computed. Equations are derived for a Taylor approximation of fourth order in space and second order in time. Fully staggered grid (FSG) Assuming a regular discretization of velocity and stresses on a fully staggered grid as follows:
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Partly staggered grid (PSG) Assuming a regular discretization of velocity and stresses on a partly staggered grid as follows:
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Stress coupling



We present here the second coupling strategy, which makes use of the stress field. This technique was compared to the velocity coupling strategy (algorithm 1) presented in section 3, and we found that it gives satisfactory results as far as FE vertices on ΓFE coincide with stress FD grid points. The stress (Neumann) boundary conditions are enforced on these vertices according to the corresponding FD values. Moreover, the FE velocities are computed at t = (n + 1/2)δt from stress boundary values on ΓFE , and not ˙ at t = (n + 1)δt as for the velocity coupling. Hence the FD and FE parts of the velocity solution are: v nFD ≈ u(nδt) defined on FD n+ 1



˙ grid points, and v FE 2 ≈ u((n + 12 )δt) defined as a P1-continuous function on ΩFE . On both FD grids, stress grid points are different from velocity grid points. Nevertheless, we chose to put FE nodes at velocity FD grid points in the overlap ΩFD ∩ ΩFE for two reasons. First, velocities are the principal unknowns of the FE scheme of Badea et al. [2004, 2008] (stresses are only secondary fields). Second, to be able to compare (and plot) the two hybrid solutions, we need to have velocity nodes at the same geometrical points. In this way, we can plot the whole velocity field, with just a δt/2 shift between the FD and FE parts. Note that if we use the same embedding technique as for the velocity coupling strategy (Figure 2), then interpolations should be performed in both FSG and PSG cases to deduce stress values at FE boundary nodes. To avoid interpolation errors, the FE domain is slightly enlarged (+δx/2 in the x direction, +δy/2 in the y direction), by adding FE nodes on the new boundary (see Figure 10). In the FSG case, these nodes cannot coincide with FD grid points (to avoid degrading the quality of the FE mesh), hence FE-FD communications require some interpolations, as illustrated by Figure 10 (top, steps (1b) and (1d)). In the PSG case, in the overlap, every FE node coincide with a (velocity or stress) FD grid point, hence no interpolation is required. The hybrid algorithm is the following: 1
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:



(a) computation of FD stresses on the stress grid points outside ΩFE , using the FD scheme, (b) identification (or interpolation) of FE nodal stress values on the boundary of ΩFE , from FD values computed at step (1a), (c) computation of the FE stresses (and velocities) inside ΩFE , using the boundary conditions obtained at step (1b), (d) identification (or interpolation) of FD stresses in ΩFD ∩ ΩFE , from FE values computed at step (1c); 2. computation of FD velocities v n+1 on the velocity grid points of ΩFD , using the FD scheme. FD The details of algorithm 2 in the anti-plane (SH) case are presented in Figure 10. Step (1a) performs the computation of FD stresses from FD velocities in ΩFD , following the FD scheme, but the grid points lying inside ΩFE are not calculated except those on ΓFE . In the FSG case, since the FD stress grid points and the FE nodes do not coincide on ΓFE , then we have to compute the closest to ΓFE , so that FE stresses can be efficiently interpolated at step (1b). In the PSG case, simple identifications of stress values are performed. Then, the computation of the complete FE velocity and stress fields is performed at step (1c) by solving problem (B1) 13
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Figure 10: Coupling FE and FD stress fields with two different staggered FD grids: FSG (top) and PSG (bottom). The FD grid points are represented by symbols: circles for velocities, squares and triangles for stresses, while the small circles are the velocity FE nodes. At each step of algorithm 2, the computed values are highlighted in black, while the values that are being used for the computation are highlighted in gray. with Neumann boundary conditions and problem (B2) with Dirichlet boundary conditions (see the details of the FE scheme in the following paragraph). At step (1d), the FD stress field is completed in the overlap ΩFD ∩ ΩFE . As at step (1b), this is done very simply in the PSG case (since these grid points coincide with FE nodes), but not in the FSG case where interpolations must be performed. Each of these interpolations involves two values on both sides of the point. Finally, FD velocities are computed at step (2), following the FD scheme; note that some values are not computed because they will not be needed afterwards. The finite-element scheme Here, both velocity and stress fields are computed at time t = (n + 1/2)δt, the former for FE-FD communication purposes, the latter for visualization purposes (and because we do not intend to modify the FE scheme, which is expressed in terms of velocities). Here, the FE-FD coupling is performed through the stress field. Hence, the FE part of the solution is calculated in two successive steps. First, the velocity field is computed by means of Neumann boundary conditions enforced at the boundary ΓFE of ΩFE : σ(u(t))n = q(t) on ΓFE where q is deduced from stress values at FD grid points. If the PSG finite-difference grid is considered, then these boundary conditions are easily enforced since the FE boundary nodes coincide with FD grid points where stresses have already been computed (see Figure 10, step (1b), bottom). By contrast, the FSG stress grid points do not coincide with FE nodes, hence for each FE node, the four surrounding grid points are used to interpolate both components of the stress vector σn (see Figure 10, step (1b), top). The 1 1 matrix formulation of this Neumann problem reads: find v n+ 2 in the P1 finite-element space, represented by vector V n+ 2 such that       1 1 1 1 δt2 δt n− 1 δt δt δt M+ K V n+ 2 = M A 2 + V n− 2 − K U n− 2 + V n− 2 + BQ (B1) 4 2 2 2 2 where K, M and B denote the stiffness, mass and boundary matrices, and Qi = σ(Xi )n. The second step of the FE solution method consists in computing the whole FE stress field as a piece-wise linear function. Since the stress field corresponding to the FE velocity solution is only piece-wise constant (P0), we have to calculate its P1 projection and use FD values as boundary conditions. Note that all stress components are required to compute the FE stress field, whereas only the components of the stress vector σn are needed to enforce Neumann conditions in the first step of the computation. The matrix 1 1 1 formulation of this Dirichlet problem writes: find σ n+ 2 in the finite-element space, represented by vectors Σx,n+ 2 and Σy,n+ 2 , such that 1 1 ) 1 1 ) M Σy,n+ 2 = λy,n+ 2 , M Σx,n+ 2 = λx,n+ 2 , (B2) x,n+ 12 y,n+ 12 Σi = σ x (Xi ), ∀i such that Xi ∈ ΓFE , Σi = σ y (Xi ), ∀i such that Xi ∈ ΓFE . 14
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Hence Σn+ 2 is obtained by inverting mass matrix M (modified to enforce Dirichlet boundary conditions). The right-hand-side terms 1 1 x,n+ 21 y,n+ 12 λx,n+ 2 = (λi ),i=1,...,N and λy,n+ 2 = (λi ),i=1,...,N are such that x,n+ 12
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where Φi , i = 1, . . . , N , are the P1 finite-element shape functions.
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